County sports arena finances explained
By TOM GRAHAM
First of thr parts
Special to the Daily

They say the third time around
is the charm" and such was the case
with Santa Clara County’s longawaited sports arena project.
San Jose and Santa Clara voters

twice turned down proposals for
sports arenas for their respective
citiesonce in February, 1966. and
again that November.
Won approval
But due to a well-publicized, wellfinanced campaign, Measure A won
the approval of 59 per cent of the

county electorate last November.
As stated on the ballot, the
measure provides that "the Board
of Supervisors of the County of
Santa Clara shall take the necessary action to cause construction of
a sports and entertainment arena."
According to Tony Ridder,
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Your ARENA-Look Who’s Voting YES:
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The above photo, run in an advertisement in the San Jose Sun, is an artist’s view of
the proposed sports arena for Santa Clara County. A list of names endorsing the
measure followed the drawing.

chairman of the sports arena committee, the reason the sports arena
lost its two previous encounters
with Santa Clara and San Jose
voters was voters felt it was the
county’s financial responsibility to
build the facility.
Another drawback to its earlier
acceptance was that it ran as a
general obligation bond, something
voters frequently shy away from,
Ridder added.
Voters Confused?
There is a possibility, however,
that county voters may have been
misledor at least confusedabout
the cost, financing and revenue
drawing ability of the proposed project.
Proponents suggested the arena
be financed this time by the more
popular "lease purchase" method.
The wording of the measure is
ambiguous concerning the means of
financing: the terms have been left
to the discretion of the Board of
according to
Supervisors,
Supervisor Dan McCorquodale.
The ordinance provides that one
method of financing which may be
used is tax-exempt lease financing,
but this isn’t necessarily the only
means possible, according to
Ridder.
The Stanford Research Institute,

hired by the county to study the
feasibility of such an arena, has estimated the facility will realize a
profit of $250,000 a year. They claim
the cost of construction will be paid
over a 25-year period, at an estimated cost of less than $2 per year
per county resident.
According to County Public
Works Director James Pott, the
basic cost to pay off the lease-back
bonds, over the 25-year period,
would be $2,180,000 a year, bringing
the actual cost closer to $54.5
million. Some, no doubt, thought the
cost of construction ($24 million)
would be the same as the overall
cost of the project, since the $24
million projection was most widely
quoted.
Cost to taxpayers
County Finance Director Edward
Glaeser said that, based on the $54.5
million projection, the property tax
rate would be equal to 6.99 cents.
These are direct costs to the taxpayer, and the figures don’t include
the price of admission for arena
events.
For instance, parking alone will
cost $1 while admission will range
anywhere from $3 to $6 for professional sporting and entertainment
events, according to the Stanford

Research Institute s feasibility
study.
The SRI study which claims the
facility may clear $250,000 a year is
open to question, however. The Aud
Arena Stadium 10th annual market
report (1972 edition), which is a
trade magazine for the auditoriumarena industry, contradicts this
claim. The report states "on an industry-wide basis, operating expenses exceeded (net) facility
revenues by $198 million this past
year."
May not be profitable
The same report also reveals that
"about half the facilities are not
profitable: and if the original bond
(and interest) were amortized
ageinst annual facility income,
probably fewer than 20 per cent of
teh facilities would be profitable."
"On this basis," Rider said, "our
facility will lose money too."
Sporting events are rated by the
,same national arena report as the
most income producing event. "In
most cases, a franchise is the key to
financial success," the report said.
Of all sports, ice hockey is rated
by facility managers as generating
the most income
Tomorrow: The campaign for the sports
arena
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Racism, misuse of funds charged

City’s hiring practices under fire
Model Cities and Councilman Al
Garza came under fire at Monday
evening’s San Jose City Council
meeting as charges of racism and
misuse of funds were lodged.
The meeting was interrupted by a
candlelight protest of over 150
Alviso residents asking the council
once again to "let Alviso go."
Three Blacks from the Santa
Clara Black Caucus charged that
the city, as well as Model Cities, discriminates against Blacks in its hiring practices.
Model Cities is a central San Jose
program which allocates federal
funds to various social service agencies throughout the city.
"Our complaints are with the
leadership of San Jose," Charles
Murry, chairman of the Black
Caucus, said.
He said the city, through its hiring
practices
perpetuated
"White
racism" while the Model Cities was
using a form of "Chicano racism."

He added, however, "We support
Model Cities in general and no way
are we going to be put in a position of
Blacks fighting Browns."
Ted Tedesco, city manager, said
he would find some time to meet
with caucus representatives about
the city’s hiring practices.
Mayor Norman Mineta defended
Model Cities although he said there
were "some abuses."
"Model Cities is a program for a
confined area," he said. "The
program has had careful review by
HUD (Housing and Urban
Development Department),
regional councils and other agencies who would not fund it if there
were basic problems."
Garza, a supporter of Model
Cities, not only was verbally attacked by caucus members but also
by his April 10 city council opponent
James Baron.
Baron asked the city to audit the
Model Cities program as well as to

prevent Garza from voting on any of poor conditions in their community.
its allocations (council must ap- A delegation of about 100 marched
prove funds allocated by odd l Cities the six miles from Alviso to City all
directors).
to join 50 Alvisans already attenBaron has made several ding the meeting.
allegations about the campaign of
The marchers left Alviso manned
Garza, including that employees of
the federally funded Foundation for (with signs and candles at 5: 30 p.m.
Research
and Community Two hours later, with tired feet, the
Development were forced to con- group congregated outside the
tribute $3 each to Garza’s reelec- Council Chambers and began
singing "Del Colores," a Spanish
tion.
Garza has denied any knowledge hymn.
of the alleged contributions. "I
Once inside the chambers
welcome an investigation to see if Alvisans marched with their signs
’im guilty of any wrong doing," he proclaiming "Let Alviso Go!"
said.
Mineta called the group to order and
Mineta said, "It’s this kind of the portestors, ages two to 72,
cheap trick that makes this thing waited quietly for the next three
called politics look slimy."
hours until they were allowed to
"Get your facts straight before speak.
you start turning on your mouth,"
he added.
A motion by Garza to make
Earlier in the evening citizens of needed capital improvements
Alviso made an unofficial never received a second.
appearance at City Hall to protest
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Ferd, the small poodle, is being evicted

Cats okay, all dogs must go

Tentative approval given
to A.S. recreation budget
The Budget Committee yesterday
gave tentative approval to theA.S.
Recreation budget, set for $17,579.10
for next year.
Full approval will come pending
an itemization of publicity expenses
totaling $2,500.
The committee asked Recreation
coordinator Penny Terry to break
down advertising costs so that a
precise difference could be seen
between the A.S.-sponsored Co-Rec
nights and the Wednesday Co-Rec
night.
A.S. nights are Monday through
Friday, with the exception of
Wednesday. Activities on that night
are sponsored by a class in the
Recreation Department as part of a
laboratory-lecture course.
The bulk of the Recreation
budgetroughly $12,400will go to
salaries. Miss Terry has two
permanent part-time student assistants and a multitude of parttime helpers in lifeguards, referees,
and officials.
The only other organization
appearing before the committee,
A.S. Program Board, was told to
return Thursday with some indication of group approval of its
proposed $89,850 budget.
John Yau, chairman of the 12member student board, presented a
preliminary budget that had been
worked on by only himself and adviser Ted Gehrke, would be establishing funding priorities for
next year’s Program Board
members, who are appointed annually by A.S. Council.
Yau acknbwledged Barozzi’s
point, explaining the budget was
drawn up by himself because of unfamiliarity with A.S. funding
procedures. Yau, a member of the

board since last fall, was elected
chairman this spring by the board.
The proposed budget, which calls
for more than $74,000 to go towards
programs and events (roughly
$32,000 is earmarked for contemporary arts), drew criticism from
A.S. Pres. Dennis King, a committee member.
King noted the budget failed to
allocate any money fora scholar-inresidence and asked whether the
board planned to have one next
year.
Gehrke explained no money was
budgeted under that heading, adding that the board could choose to
fund a scholar from other parts of
the budget.
"Then why do we have budgets?"
King asked. "We need to crack
down on line-item budgets. Lineitem transfers have been abused
this year in cases where con-

tingency funds could be used."
Gehrke responded, "I think lineitem budgets are good, but
entertainment is a volatile area and
you can’t count on someone being
current in September when you’re
making plans in April."
This year’s scholar-in-residence,
jazz bassist Cecil McBee, was to be
on campus early in March, but
could not come because of
"personal reasons."
Past scholars-in-residence have
included civil rights activist Dick
Gregory, author Alan Watts, and
architect R. Buckminster Fuller.
The scholar-in-residence issue,
along withthe entire board’s opinion
of the proposed budget, will be discussed tonight at the Program
regularly -scheduled
Board’s
meeting, slated for 5 p.m. in the A.S.
Council Chambers.

Financial aids rise
A total ot 5,733 university students
received $8.7 million in financial aid
during 1971-72, according to a report
issued recently by Donald Ryan,
director of financial aids.
Each student receiving aid
averaged about $1,518 during the
year, Ryan said.
The $8.7 million figure reflects a
19 per cent increase over aid
awarded last year.
A slight decrease occurred in the
Federally Insured Student Loan
program, among others.
At the same time, there was a major decrease in state grants. But all
the other programs increased, according.to Ryan.
Close to 30 per cent of the total

$2.5 millionwas
ligureor
awarded through the Federally Insured Student Loan program. And
25 per centor $2.1 millionwas
through the National Defense
Student Loan program.
About 21 per cent of the totalor
$1.8 million came from the
University Work Study program.
Another 13 per centor $1.7
the
from
millioncame
Educational Opportunity Grant
program.
Veterans, comprising 5 per cent
of students receiving aid. received
an average of $1,005 in aid, in addition to their monthly assistance
from the Veterans Administration
Office.

Family and dog evicted
By BILL PATERSON

San Jose State University is discriminating against man’s best
friend.
That’s the way it is over at
Spartan City West at Tenth and
East Humbolt streets.
The 48-unit south campus community, designed as temporary
veteran housing during World War
houses SJSU married students.
Yet these small one bedroom
homes are too good for Ferd, a cute
four-year-old black poodle residing
with Asa and Melinda DeMatteo.
They’re all being evicted.
University officials, in this case
Auxiliary Enterprises, have rules
against dogs taking refuge in the
community. Cats are okay,
however.
"They sent us a notice before
Christmas to vacate the premises if
we kept Feed," Mrs. DeMatteo said.
But because the DeMatteos will
graduate in June, they have been
allowed to stay.
However, Mrs. DeMatteo said
there are conditions. "We must tell
everyone who asks why we have a
dog tnat we’re being evicted," she
said.
She also said she wasn’t sure why
there was a rule against dogs. "I
guess they’re afraid people are going to get German shepherds or
something."
Bill Allison, manager of Auxiliary
Enterprises, said the rule was made
in response to a survey of residents
three years ago.
"This was a decision of the
residents themselves," Allison
said.
He explained members of both
Spartan City West as well as those in
the east section on Seventh Street
voted against maintaining dogs.
He added residents on the west
side okayed harboring small cats.

He expects another survey soon
Mrs. DeMatteo believes a new
survey will discover reisdents have
a change of heart regarding small
dogs.
She said Ferd and she have been
able to stay because he "has made
friends with the neighbors."

Cathy Timson, ho lives across
from the DeMatteos, said Ferd is no
problem and she sometimes
babysits him.
However, Ferd seems oblivious to
his situation, greeting visitors with
a friendly yelp,

Trustees up parking fee;
new semester rate $15
The Board of Trustees of the
California State University and
College System recently voted to
raise the semester parking permit
rates from $13 to $15 starting in the
fall ’73 semester. The raise will
affect only the Seventh Street
garage here.
According to Bill Allison,
manager of Auxiliary Enterprises.
this increase is the first since 1958.
Allison blames the rising cost of living and the governor’s 12 per cent
increase in state employees’
salaries for the higher rates.
Allison was the head of parking
until 1971. William Schooler is the
current parking head. He was
unavailable for comment.
Allison explained the parking
garages on Seventh and Ninth
streets belong to’ a self-supporting,
system -wide pool of parking
facilities."
"If it wasn’t for the sister colleges
helping to pay for the installations,"
said Allison, "we wouldn’t have
them."
Each parking space in the
garages cost approximately $2,000,
said Allison. Both garages cost
almost $9 million and are currently
working off a 25-year mortgage.

The garages were financed,
partially, by the state Dormitory
Revenue Fund, which is one reason,
said Allison, the dorm students are
the only students allowed to
purchase the permits.
The rest of the money financing
the garages (over half, says
Allison) came out of the central
pool.
A lively "black market" trade in
the permits. back in 1968. is another
reason for restricted sales said
Allison.
"Students were waiting overnight
to buy a permit.. then would sell
them for a higher price to dorm
students."
The final reason Allison gave for
restricted sales was, "We weren’t
getting full utilization (of the
garages). So a group of students
(who noticed the problem) went to
the
administration
and
recommended the current firstcome-first-serve system."
Allison states that all but "about
300 spaces" are in use in both
garages. However, he is worried
about the impending closing of
the city’s "open" parking lot on
Fourth Street.

Way of the Square-----....

Editorial

Work within the system

Parking fee increase
hits all -- benefits few

Next semester it will cost
students $15 to park in San Jose
State University’s Seventh Street
garage.
The semester ratereserved
only for dorm and disabled
students and employeeswas
previously $13.
This fee increase results from
an action taken by the Board of
Trustees at its meeting in Los
Angeles last week.
Typically, the arguments
against such a move will center
on students’ submicroscopic
student budget. While this line of
honest
is
attack
enoughbecause. after all,
human nature compels us toward
penny pinchingthere is a better
One.
This argument deals not with
dollars and cents but rather with
the reason put forth for the increase.
No matter how much we are
told that in this society students.
more than other groups, consider
their brother’s
themselves
keepers, it does not necessarily
follow that we at SJSU must
fund a parking garage at CSU,
Fresno.
Under state policy, parking
facilities at state universities and
!,elt-stiftirient.
rfilleQes !oust

This sounds reasonable until
you realize it means that if the
trustees decide a certain campus
needs a new garage, everyone else
in the system must be penalized
in the form of higher rates.
Although it is a concept largely
forgotten in modern times it is
still just to ask people to pay for
services they use instead of
forcing others to share the
expense.
Sure, most students can afford
the extra $2 per semester (the increase was from $9 to $10 at campuses on quarters) but why
should students here pay itat
least those who will get nothing
from it?
If self-sufficiency is to be the
guiding principle, why not extend
it and say that each campus must
be self-sufficient and fund its
own parking facilities?
Why not let rates be determined
on a local basis so that a campus
that needs new facilities could
raise the rates on whatever lots
they havemuch in the same
manner as SJSU students were
taxed to pay for their student
union.
Students at other schools were
not required to pay for part of
that.
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Candidates fund drive
---,---What’s the latest? Here we are
in the middle of the semester or
should I say with the semester
almost gone. Well at any rate hay
se va. Venga lo que venga
nosotros simpre somos los mismos avanzando poco a poco. Un
buen ejemplo de lo que viene aqui
les esta un poco, nomas para que
se de cuent a, de lo que y porque.
Dig it. An election campaign
fund raiser. In order to accomplish the original objectives
of the Chicano movement there
are some basic changes that must
be in the educational system, as
well as in the universities
organizations of student groups
along with the community input
needed in order to elect Chicanos
who are committed to making
these changes.
So here is what is. All students
are being asked to donate $5. $10
or whatever for the School Board
Campaign who is running Sofie
Mendoza and other Chicanos for
the school districts. The $5, $10
campaign drive began Monday.
The donations will be going to
school board campaign and to
help out the student election cam-
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paign here at San Jo Uni.
MECHA is going to be running
a slate. Each student is being
asked to donate the money to help
out. You do not have to donate the
amount mentioned but you know
that every little bit helps. But no
one will go unasked, the MACS
professors are being asked to
donate $25. Ya es tiempo que the
faculty and the students, community get-together and start
moving towards a real social
change.
The student contributions will
be used for community campaign.
The faculty contributions will be
used for the upcoming student
body elections. All of you may
donate your contributions at a
table that will be set up over at
the student union. The table will
be there all week so you need not
worry about it being gone. Todo
lo que se de sera muy bien
agradecido y veremos que va a
beneficiar a todos. If there is
anybody that would like to help
out, just call this number, 2791053 and you will be assigned to
do something.
Grand Dance! The football
team of Sacred Heart School is
putting on a dance. It will be held
on Friday the 13 of April from 9 to
1 de la manana. The music will be
provided by Rudy and La Family,
The place of the dance is at the
Sacred Heart Hall and it will only
cost you $2. Si pueden ir vayan y
si no pueden hagan un esfuerzo.
Chicano seniors those of you
that are planning to attend
graduate school, pero forsee
Scholarship sources which are
based solely for minority
students. The way you may obtain one of these fellowships is
simply by applying and
explaining your academic and
financial situation. For more information about loans, contact
Ron Lovato at the EOP Building.
Dances, Dances. Friday April
the 6 at Hardeman Hall. Rudy y
La Familia, all proceeds going to
Alcoholic Center. This one is put
on by the O.I.C. Saturday April 7
Stone Brown and Rudy y La
Familia will be playing, at the
Hardeman Hall. This is for Sofie
and her campaign. Price of admission is $2. The one Friday is
only $1.
Bueno hay tienen, ojala que
sigan siguiendo y no se aguiten
porque no vale la pena. Did you
know that there were 25
Mexicans that are playing in the
majors in baseball? Con esto los
dejo no razon sin consejo

--- Dennis King

...............

" ’Student Power’ isn’t a false
lable, just an inadequate one,"
wrote Jerry Farber, a radical
educator and the author of "The
Student as a Nigger."
He proposed, instead. "student
self-determination" and "student
liberation" still labels, but more
expressive ones, certainly more
expressive of the changes sought
by both students and some
educators.
Farber says the path to student
liberation is four-fold. "The Way
of Direct Action" is organize, confront and negotiate. "The Way of
the Provo" is, like swallowing
goldfish, an unorthodox expression of student frustration with
dull routine. "The Way of the
Square" is to work within the "official structure." "The Way of the
Self’ is for the individual to be
real in a society that pressures
him to be false.
But as Farber indicates, this is a
path. None of the "ways" is
mutually exclusive or the
correct" way. Demands must be

made. Meaningless routine must
be elminated. Student rights and
programs must be asserted. Selfidentity must be maintained.
Student government, to be
worthwhile, must be a leader in
achieving student liberation. It
must constantly test, affirm and
expand its potential. The
traditional "Way of the Square,"
of working within "the official
structure," must be re-evaluated
and supplemented by lessons
learned form the achievements of
the other "Ways" on the four-fold
path.
The purpose, then, of
forthcoming discussions in this
series will be to explore the
strengths, the weaknesses and
the ramifications of student
government, its politics and its
power in the academic community. It will be an assertion
that student government is not
confiened to the four-sided walls
traditional to "The Way of the
Square."
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Mass transit gets another try
---

"A vote for Proposition 18 is a
vote for unemployment," read the
paid
and
billboards
advertisements during the
November 1970 election.
And Proposition 18 went down
to defeat in a cloud of confusion
built up by heavily funded campaign paid for by oil companies
and highway interests. It was not
until the election was over the the
voters of California realized what
the measure was really all about.
Proposition 18 was a fairly
simple bill. It would have
amended Article XXVI of the
state constitution in order to
spend a portion of the gas tax
money on greatly needed mass’
transit development. This article
of the constitution now specifies
that the gas tax money in the state
highway trust fund may be spent
only for highway purposes.
The oil companies and auto
manufacturers did not want mass
transit in California. With mass

transit there would be fewer cars,
less oil, and less pollution. So
these industries spent a million
dollars to defeat Proposition 18,
as they have spent to fight every
environmental bill that has come
up.
Since the defeat of Proposition
18 in 1970, a similar bill has been
introduced in the state legislature
in both 1971 and 1972. Both times,
the measure fell short of the twothirds majority that is needed to
present it to the voters again. It
has been introduced recently and
will probably meet the same fate
when it comes up for a vote.
According to the March issue of
the Sierra Club Bulletin, that club
and the Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Association of
California are planning to bring
this bill before the voters in the
next general election. They prefer
to do so by persuading the
legislature to put it on the ballot
as a referendum, but are prepared

Linda

to use the initiative process to get
it on the ballot themselves.
It is doubtful that the
legislature will be able to act on
the measure, since the oil companies are so active in contributing to the campaigns of
these politicians, and public pressure for mass transportation has
not reached a peak.
So the groups involved will
probably have to use the
initiative process to put the gas
tax measure on the 1974 ballot. It
will be a hard job collecting the
needed signatures but it is certain
that it can be done.
The people of California are
looking for an alternative to the
automobile, and mass transit is
the most viable system. If there
were quick, efficient and cheap
systems, the people would utilize
them.
We are all aware of the effect
our dependence upon the
automobile has had upon our en -

Malliao
vironment. Urban sprawl, air
pollution and
congested
highways are but a few of the
conditions
Californians
are
forced to tolerate because of our
less than adequate forms of
public transportation.
The Sierra Club says that it is
determined to get a bill that will
allow highway trust money to be
spent for the development of
mass transportation systems
throughout the state. Such a bill
will face violent opposition from
oil companies and auto manufacturers, and it would definitely be
a tough fight.
However, with the growing
awareness of the need for mass
transportation and the rising cost
of gasoline under the auspices of
the "energy crisis," it will take an
awfully expensive and deceptive
fear and smear campaign to fool
the people this time. Perhaps,
they won’t be fooled again.

’Letters to the Editor
Blame for war
Editor:
This is in response to the
article written by Ted fames in
Tuesday’s Spartan Daily.
It is not surprising that you
are quick to lay the blame for
the war on President Nixon
and General Thieu, Ted. It’s
easy to see you are in
sympathy with the North Vietnamese. But if they’re so nice,
why did a large group of
prisoners from the North
defect to the South? Could it be
that they don’t like those nice
fellows in the North anymore?
Gosh, they might not even like
you, Ted!
And what about those peace
agreement violations by the
North? The North? Oops! I
guess Ted forgot to tell you
about those violations.
Ramsay Clark and Jane Fonda? Well, Ted, something’s
wrong if you believe anything
they say, since they’ve been
100 per cent wrong all along.
It’s interesting how someone
will totally accept, after a
guided tour by those nice
Northerners, that American
prisoners were treated great.
"How much time did you
spend over there Ramsay?"
asked a reporter, curiously.
"Oh, a long period. It must
have been several days! Yep,
they were treated fine."
All seven years? Oops! I
guess Ted forgot to tell you
they were over there for that
long. How about it Ramsay?
"Yes, that’s true. But I’m sure
from what I saw during my
long stay, that the men were
treated fine during that time,
too." Okay, Ramsay baby.
Gosh, what else do we want?
We have the word of Ramsay
Clark, and Jane Fonda. Oh yes.
We also have the word of Ted
James.
We now come to your final
MORIMMRsIbla

question. Is the POW issue
worth continued interference
in Indochina? The answer is
simple. As long as people like
you are permitted to write
garbage about them, it is a
worthwhile cause.
Otherwise, the great majority who are against your
views, can stand up and make
their feelings known. Feelings
such as we support the
President, and that we will
continue to support him until
the disease you spread in
newspaper publications, is
wiped out.
David Binger

Sports imagination
Editor:
In response to Nick Labash’s
letter, (March 30), attacking
John B. Matthews, sports
editor, and his staff, I would
like to say a few words in
rebuttal.
It should be a well-known
fact, especially to someone in
journalism, that in order to
have a well-rounded, interesting feature article on an
athlete, reporters should include other information, including their views on otherthan -sports affairs.
After all, there is (or should
be) more to an athlete than his
physical prowess. Restricting
an article to his (her) sports
achievements only would soon
lead even the most avid sports
fan to become bored and cause
him to "turn his thoughts to
women."
An editor’s job includes
revising articles and deciding
which ones should and should
not be published. That’s his
job. I’m positive that if Mr.
Matthews didn’t have the best
qualifications available for
sports editor he wouldn’t be
there this semester. It is
expected of him to keep boring
Watesagatease

from
articles
"backward"
"cluttering up his page," and
he’s definitely been successful.
Thus far, the sports page has
been imaginative, accurate, informative, and entertaining.
To John B. Matthews and his
staff I say, keep up the good
work!
Alana Davies

POW’s treatment
Editor:
In reference to John Horan’s
comment (April 2), I feel that
Horan’s comments reflect the
biased information given to the
news media, which subdues
the horrors of American
imperialism.
First, it disturbs me that one
would consider withdrawing
the proposal for economic aid
for Vietnam. The American
people should cease accusations of inhumane
treatment of POWs until they,
themselves, can show some
human concern for the people
who have been tortured and
terrorized in Vietnam. Only
until the U.S. provides all the
aid necessary for the
rehabilitation of Vietnam can
they honestly say that they
have "peace with honor."
I feel that the plain fact that
POWs were returned is all that
should be expected from a
country that was forced to
defend itself from outright
aggression. If the so-called
"true story" of inhumane POW
treatment is true, it is only
anwhat would be
ticipated from a nation defending itself from a brutal attack
at home. Many people of Vietnam have suffered much worse
than the POWs and they were
on their home soil. At least the
POWs are alive to tell their
story.
Wade Utsunomiya

High meat price
Editor:
I would like to reply to some
of the absurd statements by
Ardie Clark in Tuesday’s
"Comments" section.
Mr. Clark claims that the
high price of meat is the fault of
the consumer who "thinks he
must eat meat every day" and
is thus the victim of thelaw of
supply and demand." He
further praises the American
"farmer" for being so productive.
First, the law of supply and
demand, contrary to college
economics, is not the main factor influencing prices except
over very short periods of time.
If it were, automobiles would
be getting cheaper every year.
This is because the economy is
not actually freely competitive
but controlled by huge
corporations which fix prices
according to their profit goals.
Second, the "American
farmer" is no longer the
Grandpa McCoy type that Mr.
Clark seems to visualize, but is
for the most part this same
huge corporation. Who is the
biggest farmer in California,
for example? None other than
the multimillion dollar
Safeway, Inc.
These companies jack up
their prices as high as they can
get away with. Crop failures
do not ruin these "farmers"
because they control hundreds
of thousands of acres and make
overall
profits
staggering
(agricultural profits were at an
all time high last year, according to U.S. government
figures).
Thus the consumer is really
the victim of the profit system
and far from being the cause.
Long live the meat boycott!!
Michael Baiter
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Counselors, lobby, services aid fight

News Review

Meat boycott
felt nationwide
By IAN GUSTINA
Complied from The Associated Pri,,
Numerous stores reported yesterday meal
were down
and others said meatuutters hail been laid ill a Isere working
shorter hours.
Retailers around the country announced they were stopping all
heel orders. Shoppers declared their families would eat meatless
meals until the boycott that started Sunday was over. Some
stores reported meat sales off 60 per cent.
l’he meat boycott was scheduled to last for one week.

Nixon promises South Vietnam

SJSU disabled students unite

By KYLE CLARK
"II only we could have a
mass educational program on
what disability really is, said
San lose State University
psychology major Betty
Bacon.
"People always react to the
disability rather than the

person." said Miss Bacon.
"sometimes they are extra nice
to the disabled and sometimes
they are just plain scared."
Miss Bacon, 26, broke her
back when she was 21 and is
confined to a wheelchair
because of some paralysis. She
is the coordinator of the

aid

SAN CLENIENTEPres. Nixon promised substantial postwar
economic aid for South Vietnam yesterday tu Pres. Nguyen Van
Mimi. The two leaders have completed two days of summit talks
at the Western White House.
Nixon’s communique, however, made no specific pledge of
renewed U.S. military intervention and gave no specific dollar
ligure for what it termed an "adequate and substantial" economic
aid program.
The two presidents said they would make full joint effort to
consolidate the fragile Indochina peace.

Mistrial declared in Magee case
SAN FRANCISCOAlter the jury reported it was deadlocked
1 or the lilt h time, a mistrial was declared yesterday in the trial of
Rachel! Magee. Magee is accused of murder and kidnapping in a
prison escape attempt in which a Superior Court judge was slain.
The jury had deliberated almost 60 hours over eight days
following the four-month trial.
Magee is serving a life term at San Quentin. He attempted to
escape from the Mann County Courthouse in August. 1970.

Saturday. There will he a picnic Sunday in Alum Rock
Park

open for elections
Try your hand at being a
campus politico as a member
of the A.S. Council, the
Academic Council or as
student president. vicepresident, treasurer or attorney general.
Thirty-two elected seats
will be filled in the April 25
and 26 elections, including the
A.S. Council and Executive,
and 8 seats on the Academic
Council.
According to the A.S.
Constitution, all student body
officers must be in clear
academic standing at their
time of election. Students running for A.S. president, vicepresident, treasurer or attorney general must be upper
division (60 units of credit or
more’ by Oct. 1.
All the executive offices
except attorney general bring
their holders a scholarship
award. The A.S. president
receives $3.000, and the vicepresident and treasurer $2,400

Spa rt agulde
today
Wednesday Canino. present. "Little Sig
Mon. starring Dustin Hoffman. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium at ’530 and
7.311 p.m. Admission is 50 cents.
Strong Girls will hold a practice session
l’Eft 275 at 7 p.m.
"A Night at theOpers" starring the Mars
Brothers will he screened in the S.1
Ballroom at 7:30 p.m. Admission is Hee
and everyone M encouraged In tiring
something to lie on.
SOW Woman Is Communication, will
basin pot luck dinner tonight at 7:30 at
550 S. Ninth Street.
Sports. Oriocci will meet at 8 p.m. in the
I. Facifsca Room.
Son iss. Teapot Union will have
flIPCIIIIRIOdISCUSS ways loestabilsh rent
control at 7:35 pin. at 335S. I Ith Street.
Besnisson Or. MAY. Stammao will lecture
on "An elemental method of marking
native msectes for population mi
migration studies" in DH 135 al 1.30 p.m.
Rolling Slone political science editor
Mauer Thompson will speak in Morris
Dulley Auditorium el 2 p.m.
Book Tau The Rev. George Colltn will
re,lew "Liberation Ethics" by lohn
el 12.30 p.m. in Spartan
Lateteria Room A.
business
Sigma Delta Chi will hold
rilertin. al 7 .11, p in in IC 208.
SISI I Chine. Club is holding a raffle.
All members are urged to participate.
tomorrow
731 Student dances
Dance Th
preyenting a worle ,ariely al dances’ yles
w tic idesemed in the Dance Studio at 8
i.
1
SI 25.
k sod none.
he presented by
I /eparmenl in Ihr

Advisement program began this semester.

32 council seats
Not satisfied with the way
campus is run?

llnlversil) I heaire at 8 p.m Admissio
is Si I or SIMI students and $2 for lh
general public.
Recital: Pianist At ko Onishi will appea
in Lomeli Hall at MI5 p.m. Admission 1
Si or SIM/ students and $Z tor th
general public.
SOW Students International Meditation
Society will meet at 8 p.m. in DMH 101.
filtill Geology dab presents Dr. lames
Ingle 01 Stanford University, who will
sped’, on "The Neogene Marine History
01 the Gulf of Californta" in DK 308 at
tilt ro m
Friday
"Slicks end Sinai will he presented in
the University Theater at K p.m. Ad.
mission is St tin SISI I students and 82
tor I he general
Dance Thestra ifi Student dance preset,.
adtion will be shown in the Dance Studio
!I p.m. Ailmmsion is $1.23.
FrideyfliSs presents -Bonnie and
(Ade." starring Warren Really and Faye
Dunaway to he shown in Morne Dailey
Auditorium at 7 and 10 p.m. Admiesion
is 30 rents. See it with somebody you
111,1.
MECHA will meet at 3:30p.m. in theWil.
Fio.110 000(11
Della Sigma Theta will have a fashion
shim anti dance at 5 p.m pi the
heirerroiin’s Club. Imated at 425 N
harrlh Streei Tit kris are 52.50 on ad.
,.ince and 53 di the door.
WEATHER TODAYWear a hatthe
wind probably won’t blow mm off ’the
51511 Meteorology Department predicts
item wind for Polley. The day will be
warm with a predicted high n1 110
ilearnes l, lonlehl n1 47 degrees

each.
The A.S. Council is apportioned by classes, with
four lower division, 11 upper
division and five graduate
seats. Students aspiring to a
council seat must be a member
of the correct division at the
time he would take office. That
is. a senior planning to
graduate in lone must run for a
graduate seat to be on the
council in September.
’the campus -wide Academic
Council will have eight vacancies which can be filled by any
student with a clear academic

he War Game.- originally
scheduled to be shown Monday has been rescheduled for
today. Richard heady.
religious studies instructor.
called the Spartan Daily office
late Monday to announce the
him hadn’t arrived as
expected.
Sponsored by the Religious
Studies Program, the BBC

standing, regardless ul year.
The Acadmic Council is an advisory body to the university
president, and is mostly
concerned with non-fiscal
matters.
Applications for declaring
candidacy are available in the
A.S. office, on the third level of
the Student Union.
The deadline for application
is Friday, April 6. The A.S.
Election Board has planned a
Candidate’s Orientation for
that day, at 4 p.m. in the council chambers.

ICampaign rules

I

Strict rules have been set
[no 111.011,111y subieLl with the
down by the Spartan Daily "to
provision, stated in the guide.
insure fair and equitable
that they may be edited for
coverage during the upcoming
libel, poor taste, a personal atgeneral election."
tack, or space limitations. The
A position paper written by
election guide further states
the Daily editorial board and
the editor is "under no
released yesterday to all canobligation whatsoever to run
didates for A.S. office, stated
any or all of the guest articles."
detailed rules candidates must
Guest articles will be
follow in getting campus
limited to formally announced
coverage.
candidates for executive ofThese regulations are a
fice, academic council, and atrevision of past years’.
torney general. Because there
Effective yesterday. no
are so many A.S. Council
letters to the editor dealing
hopefuls they will be limited
with any candidate or slate,
to brief resumes in the supwhether in opposition or supplement.
port, will be published, according to the guide.
Also beginning yesterday
On April 24. the day before
candidates for executive office
the election, land the day the
may call a press conference
Daily resumes publication
with Daily reporters for the
following Easter break), a purpose of formally announcing
special election supplement
their candidacy.
containing articles written by
Another possibility is an
the candidates will be printed.
open debate for executive ofThese "guest room" articles
fice candidates.

kaki Handcrafted Persian Imports
Clothing-Jewelry
essential essence body oil
NOW OPEN
Mon-Sat 10-6
484 E. San Carlos
293-4331

10%

’War Game’ feature

rescheduled today

weren’t being sok ed so v,e
started this program.- she
said. adding. the needs since
then haven’t really changed
but we have found a way to
confront them."
Zanella. a hemophiliac, said
he did not really have to face
his disability until he came to
SISU, "unlike high school I
saw that there was a culture of
disabled, I wasn’t the only one.
I had to admit to myself that I
was disabled."
"We really can’t help
disabled people with their
disability without they being
able to totally accept it." said
Zanella.
Another counselor, Sharon
Zell, who will graduate this
June with a bachelor of arts
degree in psychology, cited
some of the problems that the
DSAP has encountered.
One student ins wheelchair
told them he had difficulties
getting into a Safeway store.
The space between the guard
rails that are out in front of the

Violations fixed
at Coffeehouse

BSOC hosts
Julian Bond
Georgia State Representative Iulian Bond will be
among the prominent
participants Friday and
Saturday in "Msukosuko." a
conference sponsored by the
Black Students’ Organizing
Committee (BSOCI.
Msukosuko is a Swahili
word meaning "a restless state
ol affairs." The main emphasis
of the conference, according to
BSOC member Dennis Allen.
will be a series of workshops
on Black community issues
Friday and Saturday in the
Student Union.
"Students area very integral
part of the conference," Allen
said. Though the speakers will
play a major role in the
student
workshops,
participation is expected, too.
The workshops will be on
Black studies, to be chaired by
San lose City College Black
studies Chairman Charles
Murry: Educational Opportunity Programs and financial aid to students, to be
chaired by EOP Director St. S.
Saffold of San lose State
Student -ComUniversity;
munity relations, which will
be chaired by College for the
Struggle President Randy
Simms; and Pan-African
solidarity, to be chaired by
Ron Bailey, a Ph.D. candidate
at Stanford.
Registration for the
conference starts Thursday in
the S.U. Loma Prieta Room
and costs $5. The workshops
will be held Friday and w

Disabled Students Advisement Program IDSAPI, a
peer counseling program in the
Student
Activities and
Services office.
Together with five other
disabled students. Miss Bacon
advises her peers on anything
concerning classes, adacemic
aids,
problems, financial
housing, assistance in hiring
readers and attendants, or
personal problems.
The disabled student does
not have to have a problem to
come into the office, said Ray
Zanella, an SISU senior in
engineering. "It’s a drop-in
place to rap about whatever’s
going on."
Zanella and Miss Bacon
started the DSAP this
semester. ’the program began
in talking stages two years ago
with the Disabled Student
Union.
"Disabled people have a lot
of special problems." said
Miss Bacon, "usually more
than the normal student. They

The Joint Effort Coffeehouse
still needs a storeroom, but
other code violations have
liven corrected, said manager
Wayne Nelson yesterday.
Nelson said approximately
60 violations were found last
week when the coffeehouse
was inspected by the electrical
safety commissioner, the fire
marshal’ and the health
department.
A list of violations was not
available to the Spartan Daily,
but Nelson said most of them
were minor.
Tongue-in-cheek,
Nelson
said, "Contrary to public
opinion, there is not a VD
epidemic in the coffeehouse.
Everyone can come back."
One electrical violation was
inadequate wiring on the
coffeehouse’s sandwich
freghener. An extension cord
had been used instead of
having the unit hooked directly to a wall socket.
Also, the health department
had stated the floors were not

clean. I his has been kilsen ii
of, said Nelson.
The problem of storing supplies on the floor will be taken
care of as soon as the storage
area is completed, he said.
The code violations did not
interfere with normal
operations of the coffeehouse,
according to Nelson.
Entertainment. including
Charlie
Musselwhite
scheduled
for tonight
(Wednesday). will he held as
planned.

VIKING
WATERBEDS
Frames-Heaters
Accessories
Prices are born
here and raised
elsewhere
1854 W. San ( arlos
287-0350

ii

Was hop natroW for bit.

fit his wheelchair through
’the DSAP called the
Safeway regional ollice in San
Francisco and told them of the
problem.
The olfice said they will
have it changed. "If we don’t
get results from that we will
keep pushing until we do."
said Miss Bacon.
’the DSAP has also had the
location of classes changed for
wheelchair students that
couldn’t get to the class
because there was no elevator
in the building.
According tu Zanella there
are over 200 permanently
disabled students at SISU,
and 100-150 temporarily
disabled. Elevators. parking
HI iir:85. special toilets. ramps.

lust a tew id Ow MU tillArti
Spill that are needed by theil
disabled student,
-There are surprisingly Inv
apartments near the campus
that are accessible to a.
wheelchair.- said Zanella. In
an A.S. funded survey of
apartments around SISU it
was found that four are sat’s.’
lac (((( ily accessible to the.
wheelchair student and"about
15 just need one improvement
like a ramp to go over the one
step leading up to the
apartment." said Zanella.
A future program that the
DSAP hopes to have is orientation and recruitment for
freshman disabled students or
punior college transfers.

DENTAL ADMISSION :
TEST
REVIEW COURSE
BEGINS IN BERKELEY
Saturday April 14
CALL FOR INFO (4 1 5) 8 4 1 -8 6 3 5
THE NAME SATISFACTION
MADE FAMOUS

1.14

NEVI

NEW

SAN JOSE
40 SOUTH FIRST
279-1661

75
1.10

RENTAL
DARKROOM
FREE

& 4 I hernistry

ENEVI
44
01,111SS
30.001
taPi110.

STIlcDf.’NETAI;ZOLINT

SPECIAL
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
Miscellaneous
COLOR Darkroom
BLACK AND WHITE Aids

SIGN
UP
NOW!

JOB HUNTING?
1. Will your future employer guarantee periodic pay raises?
2. Will he give you TAX FREE ALLOWANCES for food and
housing?
3. Will he furnish you full health and accident INSURANCE,
regardless of the length of time you have been able to work, or the
length of illness? Will his insurance provide for annual physical examinations and other illness preventative measures? Will his company plan a PENSION for life in case you are disabled and no longer
able to work?
4. Will he give you 30 days PAID VACATION a year regardless of
the length of employment?
5. Will the job offer opportunities for free World travel()
6. Will he furnish FREE PASSAGE during off-duty travel?
7. When you change jobs, will he pay your TRAVEL PAY and move
your dependents and belongings free?
8. Will he have a company grocery store, drug store, gas station,
department store, etc., where you can shop at saving prices, state
TAX FREE?
9. Will you reture at half pay at the end of 20 years and 75% at the
end of 30 years without paying a cent to any kind of retirement fund?
10. Will your employer go out of his way to furnish you low cost
ENTERTAINMENT like movies, bowling, clubs, swimming, golf,
etc.?
11. Will your employer give you a $300.00 initial clothing
allowance?

THE NAVY DOES! Navy PILOTS and NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICERS
enjoy all these benefits, and more...Can you qualify? Take the aptitude test at: Career Planning & Placement Center or the Aero Campus. April 5& 6 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
If you pass the test, we will give you an aerobatic flight in a Navy
aircraft. FREENO OBLIGATION.

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

documentary depicts the
probably hopelessness and
despair that would follow if a
nuclear weapon was dropped
on a populated area.
’the 47-minute film will he
shown at 1(1:30 a.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium and at
noon in the SAL Ilmunhuin
Room. Admission is free.

STAR MOTORS
:t 7;

Pretest

’,Jim

Student Body Cord For Discount

NavyThe

S.
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Alviso streets have gone unattended by San Jose for five years.

Alviso fights back
t: Mick -holes, unpaved streets, poor
iig. Hooding due to the non-existence
iii storm drains and no street lighting are
some ol the problems Alviso residents are
laced with.
For lour years, since their consolidation
with San lose, this small city located oil
Hwy. 237 has been trying to get San lose
to either eliviate some of these problems,
or to let Alviso go.
Having received no help from San lose.
Alvisans have begun to make some of the
repairs themselves.
Father Lawrence Goode, head of the
Alviso Ad Hoc Committee says -We gave
them San loser their chance and they
didn’t do anything, we don’t want them
anymore.Alvisans are trying to persuade the city
not to oppose a suit, now in the Appelate
Courts, claiming that outsiders. not
residents voted in the consolidation election. It unopposed, Alviso would revert to
its former city status.
Fat her( ;male arranged for a b p.m. mass
and candle light march to City Hall last
Monday to protest the poor conditions.

Alvisans of all ages joined in a candle -light protest march.
Visitors are asked to pay a toll for street repairs.

Photographs by Wade Howell

Councilman Al Garza speaks with Father Goode and residents.

With no help from San Jose,
Alviso has set up a volunteer street department.
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Says retired British mayor -general

‘Protesters are affluent young’

Tom Chrompoolt

Marketplace

No, the king’s soldiers aren’t marching through the market
place anymore. But crowds of people, about 3 7.000 on a good
Sunday at the Flea Market, still love to haggle over prices with
sellers.

By DUNE TERESi
"Protest is an essential
part of a healthy society,"
Dr.
Richard
said
Clutterbuck. a retired majorgeneral in the British Army.
in a lecture Sunday to a group
of about 30.
Apologizing for his British
accent, Dr. Clutterbuck said.
-One of the dilemmas we
have is having protest
noticed without violence.’
On an overhead projector,
he showed a photo of a mass
demonstration in England,
explaining this form of
demonstration is becoming

less popular today
Contemporary trends involving protest, according to
Dr. Clutterbuck, include
demonstrations with smaller
groups fusing lethal weapons
within crowd cover) and
urban guerrilla warfare.
"Don’t get the idea that
urban guerrillas come from
the working class. Most of
them are young and affluent," he maintained.
The philosophy of urban
guerrillas, according to Dr.
Clutterbuck, is to make it impossible for governments to
govern. He said they do this

by attacking the law
He said an example of this
tactic is the intimidation of
witnesses and juries in
Ireland
Dr. Clutterbuck also explained guerrillas try to
make life unbearable and
hope people will blame the
government. And he added
that guerrillas try to disrupt
industry.
’I think it’s probably that
95-97 per cent of the
population is hostile to urban
guerrilla
violence and
demonstrations of other
kinds," he stated.

Airing his view oil guerrilla
violence, Dr. Clutterbuck
said, "I always feel the most

despicable of all guerrilla
tactics is the car bomb."
And he added the car bomb
is counterproductive in
places like Ireland.
Explaining that most
newsmen are concerned with
the sort of news people want,
Dr. Clutterbuck said the
media are the greatest allies
of the people where violence
is concerned.
He concluded, "Society will
only be happy somewhere
between reaction and
revolution."

Began in 1960 with 20 sellers

Flea Market -everything but fleas
By MIKE MARK WITH
"You name it and someone
somewhere around here has
it," said a Flea Market
secretary.
Contrary to local corny
humorists, the Flea Market
; doesn’t sell fleas, but besides
I that there isn’t much you
can’t find there.
According to the Flea
Market Inc., it is the biggest
combination carnival, pet,
auto, a rts and crafts, surplus,
candle, produce, jewelry,
and whatever conglomeration in the U.S. They claim it
is the second or third largest
flea market in the world.
New and used merchandise
is sold from such temporary
locations as station wagons,
trucks, card tables and rusty

wheelbarrows. Permanent
locations include wooden
stands or rooms, which are
more expensive.
Sellers rent their temporary lots for $5 a day while
permanent spaces rent from
$45-$95 a month. Some people
rent up to ten spaces each
weekend.
Market began with 20
The Flea Market began in
1960 with 20 people selling
their goods.
On a "good" Sunday there
are now more than 1,200
sellers offering products to
about 37,000 people.
Located at 2000 Berryessa
Road, San Jose, the Flea
Market is open from 7 a.m. to
sundown and employs 250 on
weekends.
With shopping, eating,

Auto pollution
regulations set
Starting May 1, California
car owners must begin
installing oxides of nitrogen
control devices in all cars
ntzlde after 1966.
According to a Legislative
Summary issued by state
Sen. Clark L. Bradley of San
Jose. all such cars must have
the pollution control devices
by April 1974.
Phase one of the two
phased plan beginning in
May requires the installation
prior to transfer of ownership

of the effected cars.
New deadlines for each
succeeding month are set for
each final number, ending in
May when all cars with the
final digit of "0" must have
the device.
By law, the device will cost
no more than $35 plus tax on
parts only, the supplement
read, and some 9,000 licensed
garages and service stations
may issue "certificates of
compliance."

rides, games and traffic, a
shopper can easily spend the
whole day at this 80 acre
menagerie of items.
There are rides like the
giant slide and games for the
children who don’t want to
shop. A small area of grass is
available for picnickers or
parents who are exhausted
from treading the endless
rows of stands.
Usually a small band for
entertainment is playing
near the grass. The market
features such fine talent as
"Mel’s one man band."
"A gold mine," is how one
merchant described the Flea
Market. For anyone who is
profit-minded the rewards
can be substantial.
Everywhere people are
capitalizing on the hordes of
shoppers. The shoppers rent
strollers for the children,
shopping carts for the goods
and numerous food and beer
stands surround the marketplace.
The Flea Market provides
a good chance to empty out
the contents of the garage
and make a profit at the same
time.
"What is junk to you might
be a prized possession to
someone else," said Dave
Wegener, who was selling old
clothes, books and children’s
games.
Terri Salsbury, a first-time
seller from Los Gatos, also
likes the idea of selling goods
that otherwide would just
collect dust.
"I cleaned out my
grandparents’ garage and
I’ve already made $80 and it’s
only one o’clock," claimed
Miss Salsbury.
On Miss Salsbury’s stand

was a sign reading, "Make us
an offer." She doesn’t have
any set prices. "If the offer is
reasonable I’ll take it. It’s
better than lugging all this
stuff back home."
Miss Salsbury said in the
early morning "buyers" go
around to first-time sellers
like her and buy up all of the
"sure sell" merchandise.
These buyers then take the
goods to their stands and
resell them fora higher price.
Wegener has a system for
the "buyers." "I just raise
my prices in the morning
when they come around.
They probably still get a good
price but it’s fun being
haggled down to my original
price."
Haggling, which is the
"friendly" arguing of a price
between buyer and seller, is a
great Flea Market pastime.
I had the idea of haggling
when I entered the market.
When I finally found a fancy
coffee mug priced $2, I told
the merchant that I’d give
him $1 for it.
"Are you kidding." he
retaliated, "it cost me that
much to make it." He added,
"Well, since it’s getting late
I’ll give it to you for $1.25."
I jumped on that bargain
and felt very shrewd. This
feeling lasted about 10
minutes until I saw the very
same mug for 85 cents and
realized I’d been had.
Don’t buy the first items
you see. The competition is
severe and chances are you
can get a good price if you’ll
be patient and shop around.
"Step right ever"
Throughout the market
demonstrators explain their
products.
"Step right over here,"

said the shortman, "and I’ll
teach you to play ’When the
Saints Come Marching In’ in
one minute." The man was
selling organs.
Across from him was a
youth demonstrating a
hydraulic toilet cleaner.
Down another row a longman
young
haired
demonstrated an un"with
pipe
breakable hash
directions in 149 languages."
While the Flea Market is a
one-shot moneymaker for
some, it is a way of life for
many. Gay and Gary Waters
gave up full-time jobs to
devote all of their time to a
new-clothing business.

The produce section, near
the west parking lot, looks
like a produce marketplace
in Mexico. Stand after stand
is filled with colorful, ripe
fruits, vegetables and bread.
Cheeses and some dried
meats are also sold in that
area.
On my way to the parking
lot, after a long day at the
Flea Market, I noticed a man
unloading watches from a
custom-painted truck. As I
walked by I told him I liked
his truck. He responded
eagerly with, "Oh yeah,
what’s your offer."
That is the way of the Flea
Market.

Dr. Clutterbuck

Rock night
A rock group. The New
Shreveport Homewreckers,
will appear at the Joint Effort
Coffeehouse tomorrow at 8
p.m. Admission is 75 cents.
The Shreveport Homewreckers is composed of ex
members of Oganookie and
the San Francisco group
Moby Grape.

"I was a teacher and my
husband was a banker. We
started the business on a
part-time basis, but with out
other jobs working seven
days a week was just too
much," said Mrs. Waters.

Study at the
Academy of Art
College
625 Sutter St.
San Francisco
California 94102
Telephone
415.673-4200
Send for our free
catalog.

Another full-time clothing
merchant, Howard Hyman.
has his B.S. in math but is
also doing quite well with his
Flea Market clothing
business.
If you prefer to stand in one
place you might like the Flea
Market auction. It follows the
Flea Market style by selling
"yo.0 name it" every
weekend.

Academy of
An College

STUDENT
SERVICES
WEST INC.
THE BEST
WAY OUT
OF SAN
JOSE.

For Free Student
Travel Information
Call 287-8301 or
stop by 235 East Santa
Clara. Suite 710, San
Jose. A student owned
and operated service.

Student
Services
West, Inc.

FREE AIRPLANE RIDES

Campus Review

Students choose dog food

By CHRIS WANES
Exchange editor
Many
persons are
participating this week in the
nationwide boycott protesting the price of meat.
However, two Oklahoma
State University students
have chosen another means
to protest the recent upsurge
of food prices.
For the past month, the two
students have been consuming several cans of dog
food, in lieu of eating meat.
Both claim dogs today are
now eating better than
students.
*tat
A report prepared by three
University of Michigan social
psychologists, on the status of
the American working
woman, reveals that in terms
of her earnings, she is even
worse of f than a slavewhich
by the old Constitutional
definition is three-fifths of a
person.
In fact, the study said the
American working woman is
only 58 per cent of a person,
since her earnings are a full
42 per cent lower than those of
equally qualified men.
The report sampled 351
working women and 695
working men in a large
variety of occupations across
the nation. It showed "the
average woman earned
$4,372 less than the average
man."
Ironically, while 95 percent
of the women samples were
earning less than they
shouldin comparison with
men’s payonly eight per
cent of the women believed
they were being discriminated aganst.
Mk*
It’s not everyone who
receives a picture of a
Volkswagon for a birth announcement. However, two

students at California State
University, Fullerton did
receive one such card.
Inside the announcement
were a baby’s statistics and
birthplace, the rear seat of
the family’s Beetle.
The child was one of 20
babies born in Volkswagens
last year. Each baby
received a savings bond from

Book talk
Rev. G. Collins will
review
"Liberation
Ethics: A Political Scientist Examines the Role of
Violence in Revolutionary
Change," during today’s
faculty book talk at 12:30
in Room A of the Spartan
Cafeteria.

a local Volkswagen dealer in
honor of their membership in
the "Bonds-for-Babies-Bornin-Beetles" club. The club is
sponsored jointly by VW.
dealers, regional distributors
and Volkswagen of America
(the national VW importer).
A total of 244 babies have
been born in Volkswagens
since the company started
keeping count in 1964.
Two record years for VW
births occurred in 1969 and
1971, when a "bumper" crop
of 35 was tallied for each
Year.
As in the past, California
led the Beetle baby parade
last year with seven backseat
births.
One set of twins was born in
a California couple’s bug,

which I imagine makes VW’s
claim "There’s always room
for one more in a
Volkswagen" something of
an understatement.
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If you
can drive it,we’ll
insure it for less.
Come in or call today for a
personal quotation on Insurance for your car or
motorcycle.

we’v
got a
milli
(It.’er77-z!
... well, maybe not a
million, but we do have
all of Winsor & Newton’s fine Artists’ Oil
Colors. Everything
from Alizarin Crimson
to Zinc Yellow. We’ve
got Winsor & Newton’s
Water colors too, dozens of ’em. Stop in and
"si\r,
see them all.
1110/

CSIS
404 S. Third St.
289-8681

CAMPUS
INSURANCE
SERVICE
Upstairs -corner of
3rd and San Salvador

,,/
-()
78 volley Fair
Son Jore.248-4171
565 Son Antonio Rd.
.9115
t Yi

Were you born to fly?
Not everyone is. It takes a blend of brains, drive and
dedication. We’re looking for men like this for the
Navy Air Team, men who are Doers.
If you measure up, we’ll teach you all the skills
demanded to handle our sophisticated aircraft. When
we’re through, you’ll have your Wings of Gold and a
commission as a Naval Officer. So it works both ways.
You get an aeronautical education and a career And
we get another born flyer.
If you’re going to be something, why not be something
special?

See the NAVY Officer Information team in the career
planning and placement office.
(Bldg. CI) And at the Aero Campus.

April 5 & 6
From 9-3
tl

f_

Navy
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Sports
Randy Zylker; quietest
of the mad Menges gang
By JUANITA JESUS

-:

Dew Ammon

Lee Evans (r) wins the 500 -meter run

Evans gets win
in ITA meet
RAY MORRISON
DALY CITYLee Evans is
running for his life and he is
out to prove it to the whole
world.
The former San Jose State
University track star won the
500-meter run before 6.365
fans Sunday evening as the
International Track Association (ITA) made its Bay
Area debut at the Cow
Palace.
Evans stormed to an ITA
record of 1:03.4 in the race to
nip Larry James who had an
identical time at the tape.
Evans’ time was five-tenths
of a second faster than his
former ITA record and just
five-tenths of a second slower
than the world indoor record
odd by Mal Whitfield.
-That was the closest rave
ly

mai

I’ve been in since joining the
pro circuit." the 26-year-old
sprinter said. "In most of the
race I usually finish way
ahead of all my opponents."
The first place win netted
Evans $600 to make his one
month total since joining the
professional track circuit at
$2,650. Only shot putter Brian
Oldfield has collected more
with 83.000.
The Overfelt High School
graduate went to San Jose
City College in 1966 and
zoomed from a bscurity to win
the Amateur Athletic Union
440-yard championship.
Two years later, he came
from behind to win the
Olympic 400-meter finals at
Mexico City in 43.8, a world
record that still stands.
Evans won a second gold

call ’em
rI

like I see ’em
By PAUL STEWART

Well sports tans, in the wake (or would massacre be a better
word?) of the Oscars, it’s time once again for the annual
presentation of the Howard Cosell awards to the Spartan
athletic program, or to those sports figures in general who are
truly deserving of a "Howard."
The Academy of Mostly Professional Athletics and Services
is pleased to honor those who have done so much for (or to
athletics this past year. Balloting for the awards has been handled by the firm (and it is of Price-Watergate, and kept in a
slightly used athletic supporter until this moment.
And now ita-daa!). the weiners of the 1973 "Howards: "
Best Picture"The Godfather, starring the Spartan Foundation.
Best ActorLee Evans and the ITA in "Take the Money and
Run."
Best Supporting Actor"Play It as It Lays," starring
Spartan golf mentor Jerry Vroom,
Special Achievement, Best Old Timer"Sometimes a Great
Notion." starring former head football coach Dewey King.
Special Achievement, Worst Effort -Wei -The Poesiden
Adventure." starring the Spartan swim team, and the varsity
football team for their performance against Stanford, losing
44-0 in "The Great Waltz."
Special Achievement, IndividualSpartan eager Johnnie
Skinner, playing his fianl game against Los Angeles State, in
"The Heartbreak Kid."
Don’t step hem, mad on
Best Song-- Fear is the Key." starring the SJSU band.
The "Battle of the Bulge,- Award for Outstanding
Achievement in SomethingCo-rec nights for "The War
Between Men and Women."
Special Achievement, Longest Run"The Ruling Class,"
starring the 12 time national champion Spartan judo team.
Special Achievement, Biggest Budget"Prime Cut," starring the SJSU football program.
Best LocationSan Jose, as the Spartan basketball team
upset the nationally ranked 49ers, 68-61, in their first meeting
for "The Thief Who Came to Dinner."
Worst LocationLong Beach, as the 49ers trounced SJSU in
their second meeting 117-75 in "The Venegance of Fu Manchu."
Special Achievement, Method Acting"Patton," starring
water polo mentor Lee Walton.
Special Achievement, Worst BreakThe U.S. Olympic
basketball team in "Play It Again, Sam."
Special Achievement. Best BreakCody Jones, Spartan
defensive end, and fifth round draft choice of the Los Angeles
Rams in "U.
Best Set DirectionThe voters of Santa Clara County on the
Sports Arena in "The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoise."
Special Achievement, Hardest Coach to Talk to (tie) Swimming mentor Mike Monsees and judo coach Yosh Uchida in
-Now You See Him, Now You Don’t."
Mem spas...? On Sporrans
Best DirectorSports Information Director Wynn Cook in
"Man for All Seasons."
Special Achievement. Titles -"Slaughterhouse Five,"
starring the varsity basketball team.
Special Achievement Best Newcomerhead football coach
Darryl Rogers in "Deliverance" II hope).
The Dick Butkus Humanitarian AwardTo freshman
basketball coach Dave Waxman on his running (and unpnntable) commentary of the officiating this past season.
Special Achievement, Self AdmissionJohn B. Matthews,
Sports Editor in "The World’s Greatest Athlete."
Best ProductionThe SJSU recruiting system in "What do
you say to a Naked Lady?"
Worst Jokes, Sports WriterPaul Stewart in "They Shoot
Horses, Don’t They?" or "Hang ’Ern High. -

Randy Zylker is quiet and
shy, almost too quiet to be
part of the loud, mad bunch of
Mengesmen. called the
Spartan baseball team.
But Zylker is a parta big
part in the pitching
department for SJSU.
"He’s awfully shy," said
coach Gene Menges, "I had to
force him to have his picture
taken with the team.
"I have to drive him up to
the press box with a gun for a
pre-game talk show."
Shy or not, Randy Zylker is
not bashful about pitching.
He has a 5-1 record and a

starting spot in the 3-man pitching rotation for the
Spartans.
Zylker got his pitching
start from, where else, his
dad. He’s the only son, having
two sisters. "Dad started me
when! was eight. He coached
me until high school. And.
they (his parents) are always
out watching me."
from
graduate
A
Homestead High School,
Zylker was 15-2 in his senior
year, receiving most
valuable player and all-Central Coast awards.
He played under Eddie
Bressoud at De Anza Porn lb
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medal anchoring the U.S.
1600-meter relay team to
another world record in
2:56.1.
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As a member of the
Spartan’s 1969 National
Collegiate Association championship (NCAA) track team,
he was the winner of 34
consecutive races at one
stretch of his college career.
The quarter miler added
five AAU titles and gold
medals in the 1967 Pan
American Games in the 400meter and meter relays to his
collection.
Evans said he prepares his
races differently now as a pro
than when he was a member
of th Spartan sprint corp.

’a.

.Y

"When I was younger Iran
only by instinct.- Evans said.
-Now I plan each step of the
race in my mind before I actually go out and run."

Randy Zylker

"I wish I started as a
professional when I was 19,"
added Evans. "I’d be rich by
now."
Evans, who was the SJSU
head cross country coach and
assistant track coach the
Pass two years stated this
years undefeated track team
was outstanding. "I haven’t
seen such a well organized
bunch of athletes in my life.
There are some great potentials in the group."
He left coaching this year
and has opened an antique
shop in San Francisco.
I’m happy to have my own
business and feel that if I
work hard I’ll be successful.
That’s the attitude I’ve had in
track."
Evans, who almost retired
from running after failing to
qualify for the 400-meters in
the 1972 Olympics and seeing
his chances on the I600-meter
relay team rubbed out by disqualification, is a firm
believer in astrology.
"Before each race I get out
my open date chart and see if
the stars are in a good
position. Only then will I go
and race."
Evans long range goal is to
break every existing world
reconi in the sprints and middle distance events, "I’m going to run until I don’t have it
anymore," Evans said. "I’ve
been around so long that a lot
of people think I’m an old
man. But I’m only 26 and
have plenty of good running
left in me."

Intramural

basketball
After lumbering around the
court for the first half, and
finding themselves trailing
24-23 at the midway point, the
Hatchet Men put it all
together in the second stanza
and chopped down R.I.P.
50-37 in Monday night Intramural basketball playoff
action.
The undefeated Tuesday
night "B" Division champions were out-hustled by the
taller R.1.11 el five in the first
half. But lea by the breakaway scoring of Mark
Carroll, who chipped in 21
points, and the board
domination of Dave Lucas,
the Hatchet Men played
superbly in the second half.
John Ennes, and Kareem
Markey led the R.I.P. attack with 12 points apiece,
while Walt Guilbert played a
sterling defensive game for
the losers.
Other "B" Division playoff
action say the Gradeful Dead
utilize a well-balanced team
effort to undermine the
Niners 47-36. John Simmons
of the Niners topped all
scorers with 15 points.
D & C. operating
mechodically, shorted out the
Techtonics hopes 43-32. Julio
Pardo and Tom Borp netted
10 points each in the winning
D & C operation.

COME WITH US TO AFRICA
IN I973 -CHEAPLY!

munity College. Coach
Menges contacted him and
brought the 6-foot -1 junior to
SJSU.
Zylker came to SJSU with a
former Homestead teammate. Rick Pitney, and both
were thrown into the Menges
bunch.
The righthander has great
respect for the SJSU baseball
team. "We have a good
chance for the league title.
There is not one weak
position," said the 21 -yearold physical education major. "We have a strong bench,
there is always someone to
come in and do the job.
"There’s a good attitude:
everyone gets along and
helps each other out. Jell
(Gingrich) pitched last Friday (against LA) and he told
me which pitches to throw to
which players." Zylker pitched the next day against LA
and won. 9-4. Zylker’s
highlight was his 10-0shubout
over t 1’ Berkeley, Mar. 21.
Winning seems to run in the
Zylker family. Last summer,
Randy traveled to Germany
to watch his cousin, Jim
Zylker, play soccer in the
Olympics. (Jim is a member
or the SJSU soccer team.)
But in baseball circles,
Randy is the name. Coach
Menges has nothing but
praise for his hard sought
alter pitcher. "I tried hard to
recruit him after high
school." said Menges. "I
didn’t land him at that time. I
(allowed him for two years
Tinder Eddie Bressoud. He
was one of the first guys I
went tor."
Zylker, a lion on the mound,
is subdued off of it.
His teammates take up the
slack, however.
"Hey, Zylk," one of them
yelled, "Is she interviewing
you?"
"I’m the one she should be
talking to," yelled another.
"Get her phone number."
yelled a third.
Zylker just smiled and
headed for the mound.

in karate
There’s nothing like meeting national competition to
keep your karate skills sharp
as karate instructors Robert
Cori and Terry Ellis would
attest.
Cori and Ellis, both San
Jose State University
students, took first place at
last week’s Midwest National
Championships in Chicago.
III., and they’re hoping the
preparation will aid them in
this weekend’s California
State Championships at the
San Francisco Civic
Auditorium.
The two winners hold first
degree black belts and are
instructors at the Samurai
Karate School in San Jose.
They were part of a five
man California team which
included Leo Fong. James
Grady and Ron Marchini of
Stockton. Marchini is currently the third ranked karate
specialist in the nation.
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Further information call or write
Office of International Programs
Africa 1973’
California State University
Chico, Calif 95926

praisal.
The Spartans will meet Cal
State -Hayward
this
afternoon at the south campus tennis courts starting at
2’30 p 01

HAPPY HOUR

place first

Two loparate programs

Price includes round trip airfair Oakland -East
Africa intro -African travI full room and board in
Africa. 8. 6 units of Stat University Credit

The Spartan tennis teuni
drilled UC-Santa Barbara 90. last Monday at the south
campus courts, to win its fifth
straight
Nor-Cal Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
title.
The win gave the netmen
an 11-1 season record and
their eighth win in a row.
Since the team joined the
PCAA. five years ago, it has
never lost the title. Later this
season they will play the
southern champ for the title.
No. 1 man Andy Moffat won
the featured singles match
defeating Ed Shrader 6-2, 6-2.
Other singles winners for
the Spartans were, Terry
Rodgers 6-4, 6-1, Dennis Gib.
son 6-1,6-1, Bruce Kellock 6-0,
7-6, Greg Jasonides 6-4, 7-5,
Bruce Antal 6-1. 64.
In the doubles, the combinations of Moffat-Givson 61, 6-1, Kellock-Joe Meyers 62, 6-2, and Rodgers-Jasonides
6-3, 6-3, were all rather easy
victors.
"The whole team is playing
pretty well," stated Coach
Butch Kirkorian. Considering the teams record, 11I, is only one win short of last
year’s win total he may be a
little too modest in his ap-

Cori, Ellis

Playing cooly and calml
the Wild Bunch bunched
together two very balanced
halves and shot down Theta
Chi 44-39.
Monday night "C" Division
results:
The Tanky Fools held Huey
scoreless. but Dewey Louis
pumped in 17 points to lead
the Don’t Stare five to a 52-49
victory over the Thursday
night second place finishers.
B.O.R.T., undefeated Monday night champs, abbreviated Tuesday night
division winner A.S.C.E.’s
hopes 33-32. Reg Hahn paced
the winners with 18 points.
A fired-up Ghetto five
dumped previously unbeaten
Thursday night champs Los
Chingones 51-49. Joe Fuller
led the winners with 15, while
Paul Ramirez added 20 for
the losers.
The Warriors sent the
South Side Boys packing for
this basketball season as they
scalped the Tuesday night cochampion’ s 48-38. George
Mello quivered the nets with
20 points to pace the Warrior
attack

3rd Annual Summer Program
16 June - 16 August
6 weeks in Africa X 2 weeks in Europe

KENYA TANZANIA
(includes
Nairobi
Mombasa, Dor-es-Saloarn. Masai & Kilruya
villages, Olduyai Gorge, & Rift Volley) $1245
ETHIOPIA KENYA (includes Addis Ababa
Nairobi rock churches of lalibela walled city of
Haror. EL ancient capital of Gondar) S1420

Netmen annex
Nor -Cal title

MORRIS DAILY AUDITORIUM

3:30 & 7:30 PM 50t

$25 to winner
$15 all parti(ll)ants
.11.1, PARTICIPANTS SIII11
734-1454

11.1,

BRASS BAll
760 MT. VIEW -AL VISO RD.
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Rick Nelson
plays concert

’Sticks and Bones’,
4
4

tragic war drama,

4

4

4

continues playing
4
4

Kick Nelson along will’
Stone Canyon Band will bring
iii, new and aid sound to the
San lose Civic Auditorium
Thursday, April 5 at 8 p.m.
Pricesare $3.50, $4.50 and
$5.50. available through the
San lose Box Office.
Nelson came into the
spotlight in the 1950’s through
the Tv series "Ozzie and
’terrier and the recordings oh
Mary Lou," "I’m Walkin’," and
-Travelin’ Man."
After a five-year absence,

Nelson is again enjoying the
that netted him record
sales in the excess of 35
million. "Garden Party." has
current hit is his first million
dollar seller since the early
19805.
success

Nelson and the Stone
Canyon Band have been
labeled as one of the best
musical acts in the business
today by various. critics due
to the line playing of the band
anti the writing of Nelson.

4

wm lawmen

Blind David tests his family’s identity.

h

Davis tries to explain insights to father.

"Sticks and Bones," the complex study of a
Vietnam vet returning to his family, will continue this weekend. April 5-7 at It p.m. in the
University Theater. Tickets are $I for students
with ASH cards and $2 general.
The play, directed by assistant professor of
drama Dick Parks, was written by David Rabe
as a lament about lack of human understanding, as well as anti-war and anti -racism.
However. Rabe insisted recently he had not
intended his award-winning play as a parody
on American life.
When the Moscow Contemporary Theater
presented "Sticks and Bones" as a satire on
the United States, Rabe wrote in protest that he
would have written it for the Russians, had he
lived in Russia.
"There is little that I like or dislike about this
country that I do not find in myself," Rabe
wrote. "If I write a play such as ’Sticks and
Bones.’ there is nerve and love involved."
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Steel

Joint Effort

abstracts

to present

Wall’s outstanding "Choris Onoma"
touch when Wall bends the
end of the only cylindrical
piece slightly up.
Two of the pieces rely
heavily upon the play of
shadows cast on awhile base.
Both are black structured on
white mounts dealing with
space that’s not there. He fills
this space within his strut.

lures.
In "Line to Go" everything
rests on corners. The eye
meets the line, then goes into a
plane. ’rhe line opposes
solidness and is used and controlled in space.
Both works have uncomplicated surfaces but
rtt.tte powerful sculptural

geometric designs. The
balance and structural design
are major assets to the pieces.
The fourth piece is entitled
"Village Gate." It consists of
straight tubes which are
significant at every angle.
Here Wall’s piece does not
depend on shadows as the
others do. The placement of
the waffle-type red brick gate
is purposefully placed off
center to create a covering
plane. Wall uses high tempered steel and creates a
solid and heavy meaning.
The gallery is open Monday
through Friday 10 a.m. to 3

Campbell
in concert

African dancers perform at Flint

SJSU dancers

Trilogy performed

The trilogy, which includes
recently
"Soolaimon,"
recorded by Diamond. Inflows
a day in the life of an African.
Portions of the trilogy will
be sung by a children’s ’choir
from Kennedey Junior High

---4151411 PUMP.

ASSU special euents

The Joint Effort Coffee
House will get the feeling ol
what "the blues," are all about.
when leading bluesman and
harmonica player Charlii
Musselwhite appears tonight
it 9. Admission is $1.50.
Musselwhite has recorded
numerous albums in the last
10 years and is recognized as
one of the leaders in the blues
iheld.

I’m.

Kucheza Ngoma, an African
dance troupe of San jose State
University will perform Neil
Diamond’s "African Trilogy
IA Folk Ballet)" at the Flint
Center, DeAnza College, April
8 at 8 p.m.
Directed by Annette
McDonald assistance prides
sor of dance. the "African
Trilogy " is world premier
choreography. Tickets cost
$1.50 for students and $3
general and are available at
the A.S. Business Office.
The 50-member, multiracial company, with seven
drummers, will also perform
African heritage and jazz
dances.

APRIL 61116P4
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Musselwhite

fill space
By PAULA DORIAN
Brian Wall, English
sculptor, is exhibiting his
recent works in the art
building gallery bhrough
April 13.
His non-figurative, welded
steel sculptures explore
problems of space and form.
In his "Choris Onoma," Wall
works with connecting steel
beams. Some of the beams lie
on angles. Two of the three
legs lie on their corners and
not their sides. From each
viewing point the abstract
sculpture gives a different
reading of the work.
This massive sculpture is
clean and solid. The piece has
a continuous eye flow in L- and
V-shaped patterns. The
otherwise heavy object
becomes light with thi. final

4446A5.415.21

STANFORD UNIVERSITY

School and the Rhonda Hudson Singers from SISU. A
string orchestra and a rock
group will also accompany.
McDonald formed Kucheza
Nmoma which means "to plat’

the drums and to dance" in
Swahili) in 1970. The company performs dances from
West Africa. the Carihtiian.
and Brazil.

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT 511 VA TEXACO
WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS
PARKING
TUNE-UP

SILVATIRES
BATTERIES

Glen Campbell is scheduled
to appear at the Circle Star
Theatre in San Carlos from
April 6 through 8.
Performance times are:
Friday at 8:30; Saturday at
7:30 and 10:30; and Sunday at
A:00 and 7:30. Admission is
$4.50, $5.50 or 88.50.
Performing on the bill with
Campbell is comedian John
Bynei

UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA
SANTA CRUZ

Summer
Language
Institutes
Abroad
Intermediate and advanced
intensive foreign language
study abroad

FRENCH
Study in Angers.
Maine -et -Loire

JAPANESE
Program in Oiso.
on the seacoast near Tokyo

RUSSIAN
Study tour to Leningrad,
Moscow, Irkutsk, Tashkent,
Tbilisi, Sochi, Kiev

SPANISH
Institutes in Madrid, Spain,
and Guanajuato. Mexico
June 25-September 1
Courses in Conversation,
Grammar and Composition.
Culture and Civilization
Up to 15 quarter units credit
Application deadline: April 15
Information and applications:
Secretary, SLIA
Communications Building 131
University of California
Santa Cruz, California 95060
Tel: (400 429-2616

SPEED READING
COURSE SET TO BEGIN
IN SAN JOSE
Arrangements have been made to conduct a 21 hour course
in speed reading under the auspices of the American Reading
Foundation of Columbus Ohio The course is open to anyone
above the age 13 and guarantees every graduate a minimum
imporvement of 3 times his initial reading speed with better
comprehension
After the seven week program a person can read any
average length book in less than an hour In addition to speed
reading the course also emphastres improved study techniques better test taking skills and increased concentration and
better retention abilities
The course requires a person to attend one class per week on
the evening of their choice For those who would like more in.
series of FREE one hour orientation lectures have
formation
been scheduled
Thew meetings ore free la the public and the course will be
eyploined ri cornplete detail intruding entrance requirements
classroom procedures tuition class srheudle and location You
need to offend only ono of the meetings whichever is most
convenient to you These free one hour orientations will be held
as follows

411::

SINCE 1936
S 4th - close to CSUSJ library

Wednesday April 4 7 JO P M McCabe Hall San Jose (iv,
Auditorium iEntrance on San Carlos Street
Thursday April 1 130PM As above,
Friday A1,r,1 6 7 toPM the YMCA III 7 The Alameda
Saturday April 7 11 00 AM and 2 00 PM The YMCA 1l i
the Alnniedo

t Onisuta.
Tituswt FALtSL 9

Sufm ati 5/1
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A dedicated musician
but we are going to play for a
long while."
So said Frank Zappa at
Winterland last Friday night.
as he and his constantly
changing group. The Mothers
Of Invention, showed once
again what true Zappa fans
have known all along
Zappa is a musical genius
with an extreme dedication to
his music and his audience.
The

show

opened

%ery

casually. The stage was still
being set up when Zappa
walked out
and started

helping. Once everN. thins was
heady he took about five
minutes to check the sound
levels of every instrument.
When it came time to
check percusionist Ruth
Underwood’s bass drum.
Zappa said "I want it loud
enough so they can feel it in
their scrotum."
The Mothers mainly played
nnirding on

1,17/

their

Where
it’s at
p

lee

House. San use State campus:
Charlie Musselwhite (Wed)
Home Shreveport
New
Music.
(Thursl
wreckers
Poetry and Food by Asian -

various

with Wayne as the
rough and tough leader of a
group of gunfighters looking
for gold. but "The Train

In this, his latest movie,
John Wayne just isn’t himself
in the presence of a woman.
Ann -Margret, apparently
molded into her jeans and

Robbers" takes a new twist at
the end. Wayne is fooled by a

shirt, ever femininely helpless
and changing her mind. seems

movie,

instruments.

and his audience.

to

woman.

The Marx Brothers classic.

"Night at the Opera." will be
shown tonight at 7:30 in the
Loma Prieta Room of the
Student Union

Admission is

ft)

John Maya!! at Stanford
tigure
in the English rock scene, will
appear in concert along with
John Mark and johnny
Almond April 6 at 8 p.m. in
101111 MO all. halting

un the Stanford University campus.
Ticket prices are $3.50 and
Maples PdV1111(111

84.50

and

are

available

through Ticketron outlets

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

Johnson, as Wayne’s longtime
sidekicks Grady and lease.
add a touch of realism as they

wonder between fights what
they will do when they get too
old to fight, drink and chase
women. They play their roles
well, as does Christopher
George, a horse-loving rebel
who wins Wayne’s respect on
the trail.
"The

cr

rides
than
spend the night because loh.
Wayne, knowing the posse
behind them, "wouldn’t burs
baby over gold." This sums
the code of the West. ne%

Robbers."

produced by Michael Wayne
and written by Burt Kennedy,
is a classic western, full of all
the corn and gun, nil Old

hurt a woman or baby.
film is worth seeing, hem
both
entertaining

educational
rionnillmsimolmMmTim,m

....

g

VOLKSWAGEN
SPECIAL
1. Tune-up
2. Adjust valves

Ski
Season

SPECIAL
$2500

9. 3 quarts of oil
,O. New points

1. Adjust brakes

plus tax

12 Check transmission
fluid -add
with this ad
13. Check brake fluid -add
19. Check battery fluid -add (good ’ till April 30)

1 South
10th
Street

also specialize
Official lamp
Motor Overhaul
adj. station
lransmission
Brakes

VW work

E. William
MATCHIBELLI-LOVF

HOURS. Mon.- Fri. 730-5

YARDLY-REVION

Sat. by Appt.

SPARTAN MOBIL

111

the place to go

IMPORTED CAR SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

EROX COPIES 1 0 r

At one point the group
through a town rather

7. Lubrication

GIFTS BY

(. AMPBELL CAL. 95008
2513 N% INCHESTER BLVD.
BACKPACKING.1104 NT AINEERING. EQUIPAGE.

Train

end.

8. 4 new spark plugs

EASTER CARDS & CANDYS

cisco:

West
morality
one
might
expect from John Wayne, the
only difference coming in the

3. Check compression
4. Adjust carburetor
5. Set timing
6. Change oil

4

Is (Fri) Pat Kelly (Sat):
At the Bodega in Campbell:
Station
Central
Grahram
(Thurs) lay Rogers Fri. Sat);
.
At Winterland in San Fran-

and

Marx movie
to be shown

Phil oeuld

(Sett:
At the Warehouse in San lose:
Family Pack (Fri. Sat)
Al the Fog Horn in San lose:
Egg Teeth (Thurs) Happiness

At the Berkeley Community
Bobby
Santana.
I;
,
Woma k

the

Maestro Zappa

At Ricardo’s in San lose t
Smith (Fri) Slam Hammer

Theatre:

and

constant

and deference to the
opposite sex leads to their
downfall in the end.
Rod Taylor and Ben

his

Montalban,

Wayne

Their

politeness

one woman set off to
find the $Yr million in gold
hidden by Willie Lowe and to
return it to the railroad for the
$50,000 reward. Lowe’s
widow, played by Anti’
Margret, is the only one who
knows where it is.
The film follows the seven
on their journey, followed by a
posse of twenty men who also
want the gold.
Always lurking around a
corner smoking a cigar is
men and

Ricardo

diatract

others.

Meeting at Liberty, Tex., six

Americans (Frit.

Bobby
Santana,
Womack. and Focus (Fri): Yes.
Poco and Focus (Sat):

mysterious presence jabbing
the viewer’s curiosity.

By SUSAN FAGALDE
Special to the Dolly
It is a typical John Wayne

keyboard

Often the group sounded
likes symphony orchestra and
many times likeanything but a
rock band. But Mothers fans
know they aren’t really a rod.
band. They are one of a kind in
the musical world.
Perhaps most enjoyable was
Zappa himself. When he
wasn’t playing guitar. he was
conducting his "orchestra"
and often incorporating the
audience into his numbers.
Zappa is a pleasure to watch
and listen to. He is very
relaxed on stage and confidently takes command of the
whole show.
Toward the end of his
concert, in the middle of a
number, Zappa came to the
microphone.
"Theoretically, this is the
end of the concert. But we’re
not going to make that big exit
and come back out for an encore. We’ll just keep on
playing."
Auain sincere dedication to

)973

Wayne movie has new twist:
the Duke fooled by a woman

older material. Most of it was
from their "Uncle Meat"
album. A couple of their
numbers were "Dog Breath"
and ’Uncle Meat."
The music was a blend of
rock, jazz and sometimes classical. Zappa used a wide
variety of odd instruments for
a rock band, including kettle
drums, an xylophone.
marimba congos. a violin
and

4

Enil---TeWagunrient

Frank Zappa
By PHIL GOULD
"This is going to take a little
while to get everything ready.

B. April

Meat to ’,emirs Fish &Chips)

294-1562

110 ar: Sin Cams

P;

CLASSIFIED
AN
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1615
Food Suddiernenti (Instant Protein.
Vile C. Vita E Calcium etc
Home Cleaners (Basic H. L. etc
Beauty Aids (Protein zed Shampoo. etc
Joni., Mary lanosrles 297-3886
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are yOur own 170Se
No Quotas
No Risks
No Pressure
Oui ncentives are ample
Every distrOutor has different goals &
different soproecnes The fact that our
natural products really ve the inset is
reflected ir our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures Will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make comparisons
We will ask you to do a little research
before we let you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
46650 5th CO
297-3866
GUYS AND GALIN
Join 5 college-age BALLET class M
Eutrazia School of Salle Basic "technique for beginning dancers Small
ciasses-inevidusi attention Beverly
Eurraza Grant Director 241-1300
00T A PROSLIM OR A MOTION?
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 pm 277-3181
TALENTS SONOWRITIRS
groups wanted by
musoctens. singers
PuNiening/Production firm 292-2222
DO YOU like A S pregnant’ Ws on camp., if not. don’t Cinch, apply fOr the
program board Apply in the AS Office
"JOSS IN ALASKA" avowable now This
nendbook covere all fields. Summer and
career opportunities Plan YOU adventure 5300 JIA Box 1566. Anchorage. AK
99510
FREE MOVING BOXES 6 WOOD
PALLETS
Courtesy of
BOOEGA ESPANA
Wines & Wine Milking
1040 N 4th
NATURAL FOOD STORI PRESENTS
SPROUT & AVOCADO SANDWICHES
356 also MANY OTHER TYPES
SANDWICHES
Alio MASSAGE
WHIRLPOOL & ST EAMBATH by oppt
126 East San Salvador St
MAY ..... iMar Apr May71 in ist 12
days of your season get free pills and
$12-22 for drug study TAOIST 321-4412
FLUTY/000 MAC TICKETS on sale
nOWinMeASBO Apr1111.601, mans
gym On* Show Only-2.400 seats 52S0
students wiA 11 card 53.50 garters
Out/IIC
WED. CINEMA "LITTLS 5113 MAN" wits
DUSTIN HOFFMAN, APR. 4, 1106 7:38
PM. M.D. AUDITORIUM OK
*SOMME I CLYDE" ten t lust another
im in this flick you SSE the
isloOd-like Warren Beatty s and Pays
Dunaway’s and Come see the FRIDAY
FLICKS Apr 6 7 10 PM Morrie Dewy
Aud 504 *dm
Rolling Stew’ Naltonai Affair B Corns,
oonOence Editor Hunter Thompson will
appear in MD Aud Apr 4. 2 pm Free
PIANO Concert by Nilo Mini Thur
Apr Sin Canoed Hell 8 m$t. eturfente
$2 general *dm

AUTOMOTIVE
12 VW REBUILT @none NEW twee. Best
Offer 293-1887 or 277-3446
’118 TR-250 61 VW CoMper 6205 Sinai7
or iesve note BX 289 Bldg. 0 (New
College I
FOR SALE: Honda 250. Excellent. 0200
926-0413
MARRIED COUPLE wanted to manage
cots & laundrette Must be Capable Of
maintenance work 287-4900
’66 PONT. LA MANS 526. Hurst 4-speed
New brakes, water pump 8 timing gear.
$650 277-8822 or 296-5863
’89 MUSTANG 302 V8 3 sod trans. Power
steenng. 6 ply glass belted tires. Style
steel rime excellent condition $1.550 or
make offer 296-5105
’67 OPEL WAGON unt cord engine like
new Complete tape senuo $750 ALSOb9 YAMAHA 350cc iike new $385 Call
verrien 289.9382 215 S t2tn St 4
’84 MGR Good condition 5800/offer
293-1371 evenings
’59 &MCA 4 door good tires R & H.
reclining seats 36 000 mi best offer Call
065-9767 aft 6 Ask for Gamey
61 VW. New tires rebuilt engine runs
omit 268-3339
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
No Student Ref used
UP TO 25%DISCOUNT FOR 3 0 GPA OR
NON-SMOKERS
Monthly payments available
948-0223 days 241-8573 eves
*5 VW, low moss compreslion up. excellent tires, one owner. rnaintenenCe
records avaliabie $695 Dr Minium.
Psych Dept or phone 2669365
’6501,05 DYNAMIC Auto trans RE H.4
dr new tires Good mocha ntcel cond. Cell
Rod 248-4981

FOR SALE
KONICA AUTO REFLEX 1-2W-Ft 4 lens
too case Just bought $270 285-1780
THe LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
shops-1940 S met St Ph 293-2323
Open Wed thru Sun 5-430 & 9-530
Free parking 11 admission Thousands of
useful dente antique, a collectibles
SKIS & BOOTS-Head Standard 203crn
ye/binding! 655 Leather buckle boot.
Sias 11-$10 Ion carnpuel call 277-6233
A MILLION USED GOOK& paperbacks
I’, price and magazines Neal old
bookstore largest in Santa Clara Valley
since t9211 Woodruff & Throe Twice
Reed BOOM. 81 E San Fernando titwn
2nd 3rd. f030-5 30 ’Ors off with thilad
’87 18 FT. SAJLSOAT, daysaike, 4 HP
0/13 ligMa. laCkele, trailer $1,160 Ph
2684172
SAVE TINS AD’ Before you purchase
cOlitly Stereo mop retail check re/us for
discount plate to SJS Students lcm all
your needill We guarantee Me lowest
Oricee in the Bey Area on such names as
Samna Pioneer. fitments. Test Dual,
etc Can as for meetly anvils tooi 552
5593 or 252-2028
IF YOU LIKE BOOKS. you II love
RECYCLE a different used tookatore
Recent paperbacks at n Pri Ce Best SO F
selection in Bay Arse Records too We
have the books you want & need & best
otiose in town Ye. **buy & wade boos
& Melds nEcrCLE 235 So 1st St 206E275

ARTISTS & CRAFTSMEN needed to sell
wares at Mini Renaissance Fere Sunday.
April 1st Info Call Rudi Leonardi 2773202
1.50, PATCHES
SLACKLITI
750 & UP INCENSE 25-286. PIPES 51 00
& UP. RADIOS $355 & UP. LEATHER
GOODS. BINOCULARS $22.00 & UP.
BLACKLITE, COMPLETE 18" $11 95, 4’
$2295 STROBE LIGHTS $1795. GAS
GLO BULB $395 INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING 51 98 & UP T-SHIRTS $250
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando. 1
bik from SJSU Phone 292-0409
ESTASLISHED ART GAIJ.11.11Y I CRAFT
SHOP for sale 2 blks from SJSU Inventory. fisturel artwork. & living quarters
all inci Sacrifice 5500. For more info call
292-1567 or 2967925
GUITARS I AMPLIFIIRSH
ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC-new & used
All at discount prICe.
Guitar showcseril
29105, Bascom 377-58E4
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER
4I6 PER POUND
ANY AMOUNT, Per. 21134184
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSIIS
German. French, S Russian records and
books foe We Reasonable, Cali 2973890
LOOM-4 harness, solid maple, with
shuttles 30" reed, string he:Idles. nonfolding $225 248-6121 wee.
MEN’S 3-speed BIKE we/carrier rack.
good Condition best offer. 293-9871 leak
for Sharon I
VW TIRES. 4 165-15 Continentals
Mounted and balanced All brand new.
Best offer 246-9596 evenings

$2 Hour Mal Urea student sroo
knowieageable and conversant about
w,nes end wine making Cell iOarnONLY
on weekdays 288-7631

HOUSING
SAN RRRRRR DO HOUSE-Great atrnalphere linen 8 maid service. color
T V. Kitchen wen, tile showers, parking.
Center of ectivity. 237 E San Fernando
$89 to ainvmo 205-9504 or 293-8345.
UNIVERSITY CLUS-COrtkd. Beautiful
house. fireplace, grand piano. color T V.
recreation room, kit. priv. maid 8 linens.
parking. courtyard. Includes Contlnentel
Breakfast From $79/mo. 202 So 11th
293-7374.
THROE BEDROOM HOUSES) ACross
street from campus furnish. or unfurn.
Faculty preferred. Call 364-4363
ROOM FOR RINT 980/mo Privets or
double Girl Prof Bdrms. upstairs, Private
sun yord & BBC), share kitchen a baths
Call Don 2967438.
8109
Large Studio, sap study room
Heated pools, turn wicarpets
5 Min troth campus
secluded
297-1200
ROOMS FOR MEN from 540 to 50/month.
52 South 1501 Street 297-3344
NICE ROOM IN WNW. HOUSE for
oust-Intelligent person 179 NS. 17111 St.
295-7441.
ATTRACTIVE, LARGO. CORNER MOts
in quiet home Ideal for study. Parking.
kitchen priv near campus. SerlOut.
mature mart $75/rno. 296-9164.
LARGE I SCORN APT, tufa painted. Brand
new couch. W & 01 pd Sumner rates
available. Rent $155/rno. Prang pate OK
2967795.

HELP WANTED

NM AND UP, nice comfOrteble. quiet
rooms downtown kit priv .293-3910, 166
N 5th St
IVEY HALL, room with snow, clean,
quiet, across from administretion
294-6472, 263-1152. 293-9814.
FOR PINT; 2 bedroom furnished
apartment. 8150, 533 South 10th Street.
Call 272-0295
ROOM FOR RENT in ire. house
$50/month Call 276-1179, 463 East St.
John 560/Summer,
LARGE 1 & 2 bdrrn opts Summer rates
580/5120 Chnet, lndry fsdIl, eking.
CLEAN 536 S 8th St 295-7894

SERVICES
TYPING In
reasonable
263-2739

my

North

side

TYPING -Reasonable, expenenced and
last IBM Selectric. Call Helen 263-2739
BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
H1001 quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates. $88 includes
gold & white album. 60 color prints of
your ChOiCe, full set of elides. BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full
color 8 X 10’s $1.25 each. Staff of 20

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s ’ Reports’ Dissertations
Marianne Tambora - 1924 Hattie
Telephone 371-0396 San Jose
TYPING. EDITING. FAST. ACCURATE.
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER. CALL 244-6444 AFTER 6,30.
MARY BRYNER
, no contract.
RUNT A TV OR
Free del Free wvIce Call Each’’, 2512598
Selectric-Thealt
TYPING -ISM
Worts, general typing. latter.. MO.
Reasonable rates 263-4895
HAIR REMOVAL
FOR
CALL RIGISTIRED ELECTROLOGIST
AT TM E. Sante Peri St. 214-44511.

see our samples-then decide Open
every evening until 10 pm. For FREE
bridal Packet Cell 257-3161
STUDENT TYPING
EXPERIENCED CALL 286-2134
Near meridian a Koch Lane
NOR OPENING Apr 2. LW Angels
Nursery School. Open 810 a.m. to 830
p.m. Morning-afternoon sessions also
available. 1305 2nd St Enroll your child
nowl Call Betty Lowe 293-5630.

IF YOU’RE ENGAGED...
NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Natured taking pan in making our lino of
Wedding Invitations and Accessories the
most creathre and personalized ever.
Colorful. flowery proclamations. Rich.
original nature-photography invitations.
Even the creamy, classic traditionals
TOWN & COUNTRY DUPLICATING has
hug* selection of truly original accessories and announcements to choose
from-with very special glft offer to any
CSUSJ student with this ad
TOWN a COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 S Saratoga Sunnyvale Rd
Cupertino, Call 95014
Onon 253-1131

PHOTOGRAPHY
Passports $4.
$25
Commercial. Ado. PR, Portrait. 8 & W
Color 275-0596

Weddings

PERSONALS

ONE LARGE 11011M APT. New shag
rugs Wet*, & garbege pd Available now
Call 2967795 751 S 2nd St ell

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance.
Typing. editing (grid & under) Also
Everything for Everybody 3794015

SE A FRIEND to handicapped man Live
free in attractive room Girls over 18
please call 2962308 eft 5

GARDENTR.HANDYMAN, cut gross.
trim hedges, light carpentry, etc. Work 3
to 4 hrs. on Sunday mornings 92.00 hr
298-4900

SUNNY STUDIO, nicely furnished bolrm.
convenient to SJSU. $110 Also 1 ticirm.
$136 or 2 bdrm. $15E P001 998-2415 or
3214573.

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
14151 965-1158

YOU CAN WORK NOW. New, Opening
Apr 2 Lir Angels Nursery School Open
630 in, -530 pm morning-afternoon
NUMMI also available 7300 2nd St call
Betty Lowe 293-5630.

saa

DEMONSTRATORS
RUBBERMAID PARTY PLAN
NO INVESTMENT
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
FOR CONFiDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WANDA
HAMMOND. DISTRICT MANAGER 408-

265.88n

THE ASSOLUTE LOWEST priced
grocery store around the campus (Break
the 7-11 habit, needs help We oleo mos,
Serve a beautiful 594 breakf set, have
games, planta sandwiches and crafts
Need meteor female port-time help for all
these things Prefer Peoete who 44
people Apply In person SAGE’S. 4791
San Carlos on between S toth&S mite
at
’CRAFT PAIR’
APRIL 14TH I 15TH
PALO ALTO HIGH SCHOOL
Ernbercidero El Carnino
Presented by Hidden House
T C Village -P A 321-4145
’ClIAFTSMIIN WANTED’

FREE RENT. Ons months Free Rent to
students w ith 6 months rental egreernent
Minutes from campus, adult and family
SeCtIOnik Small pelt recreation facilities
2 perm. 2 bath from $175. Unfurnished
froth 9195 furnished. 3 gam apt, also
Syllable, Willow Glen West. Cell 2116t474
LA DONNA APTS.
I bedroom apt. turn 5130, unfurn 5120.
w/w new carpets Quiet atmosphere near
the campus 385 S. 41681 Call Ben 2556383 or John 3565705.
SUPER-LARCH! i SImm apt., furnished.
Cambering $135 Summer retell $115 439
S ith St Call 998-5819
PROM SIN/MO. New rooms *croft the
campus Kit prov
p4 Men at 90 S
flth. women 278 5 iCith St Many mores
Mal must Deleon Open daily for inspecttOn Call 2984514. 295452e or 28711661).

TYPING
80 North 3rd St.. Apt 0423
287-4355
TYPIST-FAST, Accurate Can edit.
Master’s etc Near SJSU Mrs Ailanian
298-4104
TYPING-term papers. W. experienced
and feat Phone 2868874.
PRIVATI TUTORING ALL sublects,
group rates Taught by qualified teachers
in your home Cell 293-1818

Une
Oar

3 lints
4 lines
5 fines
6 line*
Eli h add,
Add

31 50
200
250
300

200
50
300
350

50

50

oiw-xe FUNK apt

for rent $130/rno
bike from camp, Quiet See manager
Apt 53 186 E Reed St SJ
RAIN Tonga una cage Con 4 guano’ On
dorm.’ pare renter a 3 tram Chicanes
150/rnet y utile Liemen a Cam 277-21Cr

POETRY WANTED for anthology Include stamped envelope Contemporary
Literature Preis. 311 California Street
Suite 412. San Francisco 94104.

Minimum

t hr..
days

I our
dayili

L-3

need a copy of the texDEWS
tbook "Spatial Economic Theory ’written
by Dean. Leahy. & McKee Will buy or
rent Call Dons 225-1360 Leave message
"SONNIE I CLYDE" Isn’t just another
shoot’m up In this flick you SEE the
blood-like Warren Beatty’s and Faye
Dunewsys and Come see the FRIDAY
FLICKS, Apr 6, 7 8,10 PM Morris Dailey
Aud, 504 adm

CHANTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Flights International, call campus rep Francia Morales 286-1196
CHARTER FUGHTS. Complete domestic-Internationsl programs. Contact
JOhn, Student Services West, Inc.. 23$ E
Sant* Clare, II710, 267-8301
EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tour.
throughout Europe. Russia and Mexico
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
etudent charter flights. Including Middle
East, and Far East CONTACT ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd 4 LA Calif
90049 TEL 12131 826-51589, 825-0955
FLYING SOON? Well "it Pays To Be
Young With TWA" Your TWA Comma
Representsfive Bill Crawford 1225-72621
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
at 1/308 with TWA Youth passport & take
up to 24 niOnthe to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 22E7282 for information after 5 00 2966600
for reservations or your local novel agent

CHARM PLIGHTS TO
MEXICO
9 DAYS. - NIGHTS. INCL ROUND TRIP
AIR-FAIR, HOTEL ALL TRANSFERS
PLUS EXTRAS
Acapulco - 5299
Puerta Valliant 5200
For info contact Richard 274-4613111er
5 p.m
EASTER

223
2.75
325
375

2.40

390

250
300
3 50
400

SO

50

SO

2 90
340

10171 ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM 5239 ROUNO-TRIP
JAPAN FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
1916 451-7905
1486 52nd St Sacramento, CA 95819

LOST 8. FOUND
LOST:Girls elver Unita watch. Near
health bldg Sentimental value. Reword
55 Call Diane 293-9598.
LOST: Brown Seiko Watch on 3/27, large
REWARD, no queltiOne liked. Call Rena
288-9423 after 500 Ism

IN THE SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED ADS
Print Your Ad Hers
ICrunl elsO’n.

31 Dlin,s ant *sects la

each

1

no,

35
35
35’
35
Fo

Pr int None

r

Ado us.:

three l.nes One Div

C"’ Moe *wet
Neves’
Lad sad lewd

RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks. 5387
inclusive London departures Small,
international group camping travel Ages
18-30 Also Europe. Africa, Indic 3-11
was. Write: Whole Earth Travel. Ltd., Box
1497, KG, Mo. 64141

FIND WHAT YOU NEED

add.
F ,ve
daft I,onel day

los a

Check a Classification
Announcements

EASTER CHARTER FUGHTS TO NEW
YORK
Leaving San Francisco on 4/14. returning
San Francisco on 4/22. 1 way $911 round
trip $198 incl tax. Also Minneapolis $57
each way. For flight infer. contact
Richard 274-4813.

DONATE ON A ANGULAR BLOOD
plasma program and Weave up tO
SAO/monthly Bring itudrint ID or MI6 ad
and receive bonus with your flret
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER, 36
Almaden Ave San Jose. CA 294-6635
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3 pm

Classified Rates
T.
gave

FUTURE CPA’S Learn how to prepare f or
the CPA exam BECKER CPA REVIEW
COURSE Call collect 415-781-4395,251E1446

June a

TRANSPORTATION
PASSPORTS-I, D. PHOTOS
4 for 53.50. One day service. 8 a.m.-3 p m.
Salt 8 am, to noon. TINKERBELL
STUDIO 1040 The Alameda SJ. Call 2565882

OTIS ELEVATOR COI Is May0094/9/73
for sales ’flora trainee, melons rig,
IS/ME. MBA WEIS /ME, EE Recruthir S
Julien Singh, Mgr 268-3686

"SONNIE 11 CLYDE" isn’t just another
thootm up In this flick you
the
blooctlike Warren Beatty’s and Faye
Dunaway’s and Come sea the FRIDAY
FLICKS, Apr & 7 & 10 PM. Morris Delay
Aud 504 earn

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
12 available flight schedules between
Sept to Germany. Arnaterdarn.
England. etc Fares start at 5159. For
flight info call Richard 274-4613

Photographers. Mime an appointment to

home

&defection guaranteed.

NATURAL Wedding Pnotogrepny mOks
like people feet. Warm Real. Like people
in love. Petersen & Bishop Photography
Loa Gatos. 354-2513. Wedding
photography for people who care.

F ...... t
Sir.vicss
ranspertstan

SE ND CHECK MONE v OP DER OR
CASH ro
SPARTAN DAILY
CLSEFiED
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE. CALIF 95114

5

F

Li/aide. 1.y. 4g,, prior to put
Consvcutv, publ,ilon daths
No reunds in ran,
PHONE 277 3I75
.,iii.

t.
,

